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ABSTRACT
We show that ““ core ÏÏ and ““ cone ÏÏ pulsar emission proÐles are connected, through standard theoretical

models, to dynamical properties of the pulsar emission region. The models predict pair plasma formation
only in pulsars which show core-type emission. Emission models which assume turbulence driven by
relative velocities of the pair swarms probably apply to coral pulsars. If conal pulsars are pairless,
however, a di†erent emission mechanism is required for these objects.
Subject headings : plasmas È pulsars : general È radiation mechanisms : nonthermal

1. INTRODUCTION

Many of the observed properties of pulsars, such as radio
luminosity and pulse timing characteristics, are fairly
uniform over the set of pulsars. However, observations
show two distinct types of radiation source geometries in
pulsars, identiÐed as ““ core ÏÏ and ““ cone ÏÏ (e.g., Rankin 1990 ;

& Manchester suggests that theseLyne 1988). Rankin
source morphologies indicate distinct emission mecha-
nisms, while & disagree. The question ofLyne Manchester
the emission mechanism in the two regions is a perilous
issue to debate when a complete theory for even one emis-
sion process is lacking. We show in this paper, however,
that clues for the existence of two di†erent emission pro-
cesses can be extracted from current models of polar cap
dynamics. In addition, we show that the distinction between
cone and core emission agrees strikingly well with the theo-
retical clues we Ðnd.

Our investigation centers on the conditions required for
the formation of a pair plasma above the magnetic polar
cap of a rotating neutron star, and the minimal require-
ments for coherent plasma emission. In particular, we focus
on two important points.

1. Pair plasma is assumed in essentially all modern emis-
sion models ; and

2. given the pair plasma as the emission source, collective
behavior is needed for coherent emission.

We base our analysis on prevailing theories of relativistic
polar cap current Ñow, which we call the ““ standard ÏÏ polar
cap model. This ““ standard ÏÏ pulsar model is reviewed in

and see also books by &Melrose (1992), Arons (1981) ; Lyne
Smith and and a(1990), Michel (1991), Meszaros (1992),
general review by & StinebringTaylor (1986). Michel (1992)
and point out potentially serious problemsArons (1992)
with the standard model applied to the entire pulsar magne-
tosphere. Despite these problems, the standard model has
been useful in interpreting the general characteristics of
radio emission, particularly the sweep of linear polarization
angle and the localization of the emission in pulse phase.
This suggests to us that the models are mostly correct in
their geometrical picture of the radio-luminous polar cap.

In this paper we review speciÐc versions of the standard
polar cap model (e.g., & Suther-Sturrock 1971 ; Ruderman
land and From these, we Ðnd that a pair1975 ; Arons 1983).
plasma emission process can apply only to young, short-

period pulsars. We will show that this theoretical constraint
correlates well with the population of pulsars showing core-
type emission. We challenge the classical view that aging
pulsars cease being radio emitters when they no longer
sustain strong pair cascades. Instead, we suggest that they
are still radio emitters, but become conal pulsars.

Condition 1 constrains the magnetospheric model by
requiring conditions appropriate for the formation of the
pair plasma. The pair plasma is created by the annihilation
of high-energy c-rays in the magnetic Ðeld, and a sub-
sequent cascade of photon emission and annihilation

This requires a region above the polar cap(Sturrock 1971).
which is optically thick to c-rays. Following Erber (1966),
we deÐne the pair creation parameter s as

s \ 1
2

B
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In the limit s > 1, the attenuation coefficient of a c-ray
photon in a magnetic Ðeld B is
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e
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the critical magnetic Ðeld G.Bcr\ m
e
2 c3/(Åe) \ 4.41] 1013

A photon of energy v is emitted parallel to the magnetic
Ðeld, but as it propagates, acquires a Ðnite pitch angle to the
magnetic Ðeld due to the magnetic Ðeld radius of curvature,
o : the pitch angle after traveling a distance s is then given by
sin t\ s/o. The optical depth after traveling s is then

q
B
^ i(s)o sin t . (3)

It is clear from that the optical depth isequation (2)
extremely sensitive to the parameter s. Because of this, the
value s D 0.15 is often taken as a simple measure of the
opacity point. The photon energy v which contributes to s
depends, in turn, on the electric potential above the polar
cap (the electric potential accelerates particles in the polar
cap which curvature radiate the c-rays). The necessary con-
dition for the formation of the plasma will be

q
B
[ 1 , (4)

somewhere in the polar cap region.
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In the standard model, this condition is readily satisÐed
only in pulsars with rapid rotation rates and large magnetic
Ðelds : that is, only in young pulsars. Several authors (e.g.,

& Sutherland &Sturrock 1971 ; Ruderman 1975 ; Chen
Ruderman & Ritter have called this1993 ; Rudak 1994)
condition the ““ death line,ÏÏ and inferred that pulsars
become radio-quiet when they age past this condition.

Condition 2 in the pair plasma emission model is a
mechanism for imposing coherence in the radio emission. A
coherent process is expected because the emission has
brightness temperature as high as 1030 K, well beyond the
synchrotron-Compton limit. Coherence would likely derive
from an instability in the plasma. One source of free energy
is the relative streaming of the two pair species, needed to
maintain corotation, as described by & RudermanCheng

If the relative streaming in the pair plasma develops(1977a).
a two-stream instability, coherence in the radio emission
can be maintained, for example, by stream bunching or the
growth of plasma turbulence. If not, the pulsar pair magne-
tosphere does not have the means to be radio-loud. There-
fore, the issue of instability forms an important link between
the dynamical properties of the polar cap current Ñow and
the radio emission properties.

The well-known Penrose criterion requires for two-
stream instability that the pair plasma components have
well-deÐned peaks in the momentum distribution

& Benford The shape of(Buschauer 1977 ; Weatherall 1994).
the momentum distribution of the streams depends on the
energy distribution of the pairs when they are created

& Harding argues that(Daugherty 1983). Weatherall (1994)
the Penrose criterion fails when the pair creation parameter
s is greater than unity (although this does not take into
account how the shape of the momentum distribution func-
tions of the streams are altered by particle trapping in the
kinetic Ñow; for example, Gurevich, &Arons 1981 ; Beskin,
Istomin The condition necessary for coherence in the1988).
Ñuid Ñow model is, then,

s \ 1 at q
B
\ 1 . (5)

Because s at the site of pair plasma creation is relatively
insensitive to the dynamical parameters in the pulsar mag-
netosphere, this condition is readily satisÐed in most
pulsars, with the possible exception of the most energetic
ones with short rotation periods. Consequently, the coher-
ence requirement can deÐne a ““ birth line ÏÏ for pulsars.

The consequences of and requireequation (4) equation (5)
connection with theoretical magnetospheric models. In the
P and parameter space of pulsars, those which are opti-P0
cally thick to c-rays (and therefore develop pair cascades)
are generally those with small periods, P, and large spin-
down rates This pair-Ðlled, radio strong region (region IIP0 .
in our Ðgures) is bounded by other parts of parameter space
which fail either the opacity (region I in our Ðgures) or the
coherence (region III in our Ðgures) conditions. It is older
pulsars, with larger periods and lower spin-down rates
which fail to satisfy the radiation mechanismcondition (4) ;
must not be tied to a pair-plasma magnetosphere. Very
young neutron stars may fail to satisfy theseequation (5) ;
objects would not be visible as radio pulsars.

Because the conditions at the pair formation region are
very sensitive to inferred magnetospheric parameters, these
ideas provide an opportunity for testing the theoretical
model against basic observable parameters and pulse struc-
ture.

2. CONNECTING MODELS TO OBSERVABLES

The pulsar rotation period P and spin-down rate areP0
basic observable attributes of pulsars. In order to relate
these observable characteristics to the pair-Ðlled versus
pair-less discussion above, we must rely on physical models
to derive B, v, and q

B
.

The magnetic Ðeld is tied to the spin-down rate through
calculation of the angular momentum lost by the pulsarÈ
for example, through relativistic particles in a stellar wind

& Julian in aligned rotators, or by low(Goldreich 1969)
frequency magnetic dipole radiation & Gunn(Ostriker

in oblique rotators. The angular momentum loss1969)
gives a value for the magnetic Ðeld (see Meszaros 1992)

B\ 3 ] 1019a
i
(PP0 )1@2G . (6)

The geometric term is a function of the angle i betweena
ithe spin axis and the magnetic axis. We will assume similar

spin-down properties of aligned and oblique rotators, and
use An alternative choice would be i, as ina

i
\ 1. a

i
\ csc

the case of angular momentum loss by magnetic dipole
radiation alone (see & Arons This leads toBarnard 1982).
di†erent spin-down characteristics of aligned versus oblique
rotators & Goldwire However, we note that(Michel 1970).

Ðnds no evidence that the alignment of theRankin (1990)
magnetic axis relates to age of the pulsar.

The c-rays that seed the pair cascade are generally
assumed to come from curvature radiation. In this case,
their characteristic energy is given by

v\ 3
2

m
e
c2 È

c
o

c
b
3 . (7)

The c-rays are emitted by energetic electrons in the rotating
magnetic structure above the pulsar polar cap. The primary
electron beam acquires its energy by electrostatic acceler-c

bation. A test charge tied to a magnetic Ðeld line (corotating
with the neutron star) feels the electric Ðeld E\ [+/,
where

[ +2/\ 4n(g [ g
R
) . (8)

The beam energy is given by g is the localc
b
\ e//m

e
c2.

charge density and the corotation charge density, isg
R
,

given by & Julian(Goldreich 1969 ; Mestel 1971) :

g
R

D [ ) É B
2nc

. (9)

When the charge density is E\ 0, which implies a force-g
R
,

free condition in the corotating magnetosphere. Solutions
to can be derived in a variety of ways, whichequation (8)
di†er primarily through the assumed boundary conditions.
Solutions for the accelerating potential are reviewed below
for gaps devoid of plasma (e.g., & SutherlandRuderman

and for space-charge limited Ñows with and without1975)
vacuum breakdown (following & RudermanCheng 1977b,
and & Scharleman Although these models giveArons 1979).

values which di†er only slightly numerically, the physicalc
bscalings with P and are di†erent, and lead to di†erentP0

predictions concerning the development of the pair cascade
and streaming instability.

Finally, when connecting models to observables, the
basic structure of the magnetic Ðeld is poorly constrained,
in particular as it a†ects the local Ðeld line curvature. The
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simple expedient of a dipole Ðeld has a radius of curvature
(at the neutron starÏs radius, R

*
),

o \ 4
3

R
*

sin h
*

, (10)

where is the magnetic colatitude of the magnetic Ðeldh
*line. Because this often leads to curvature photon energy

which is too low to interest theorists, models abound with
line curvature

o \ R
*

. (11)

This modiÐcation to the curvature is justiÐed by invoking
higher order magnetic multipoles which are presumed to
exist near the surface of the neutron star. The choice of Ðeld
curvature impacts the pair cascade and streaming insta-
bility threshold condition.

The models discussed below refer exclusively to polar cap
models, as distinguished from the outer gap region (Cheng,
Ho, & Ruderman As sum-1986a, 1986b). Cordes (1992)
marizes, the lack of retardation and aberration e†ects
require emission altitudes within D100È1000 km of the
starÏs surface. In addition, RankinÏs work locates the emis-
sion regions at no more than D100 km altitude. These
limits are well within the light cylinder. Thus, we consider
only the polar cap as the source of radio emission.

2.1. T he Empty Gap
The empty gap solution of for g \ 0 isequation (8)

/\ B)
2c

h2 , (12)

representing the maximum potential drop along an open
magnetic Ðeld line & Sutherland also(Ruderman 1975 ;

& Ruderman In the empty gap models, the gapChen 1993).
height h is generally Ðxed by the geometry of the polar gap
(see & Sutherland The geometric gapRuderman 1975).
height is given by

h
GM

D R
*
AR

*
)

c
B1@2

(13)

which is equal to the size of the polar cap, i.e., the region
connected to Ðeld lines which are open beyond the light
cylinder. & Ruderman discuss the death line inChen (1993)
the context of this model. Although is useful inequation (12)
bounding the acceleration potential, the gap will not be
empty if the starÏs surface readily emits charged particles
into the region above the polar cap. This is considered in
the models below.

2.2. Space-Charge L imited Flow
When the polar cap acts as a one-dimensional cathode,

the accelerating potential is modiÐed by the distribution of
free charge. In space-charge limited Ñow, it is assumed that
far from the star, the corotating Ñow is force-free and rela-
tivistic. Therefore, and vD c in the asymptotic Ñowg \ g

Rregion. The solution to PoissonÏs gives anequation (8)
asymptotic value for the Ðeld E\ 23@4(4ng

R
Mc2/Q)1@2,

where M and Q are the mass and charge of the particles
supporting the potential. This solution pertains everywhere

in the gap except close to the surface where the Ñow is
nonrelativistic, and beyond the geometric height, where the
geometry departs from one-dimensional. At the limiting
geometric height, the accelerating potential is

/\ 23@4
A2)BMc

Q
B1@2

h
GM

. (14)

Note that ion-supported potentials above positively
charged polar caps are larger than potentials limited by
electron Ñow. & Ruderman hereafterCheng (1977b, CR)
assume ions with M/QD 20m

p
/e.

2.2.1. Pulsar Characteristics DeÐned by CR

From for the accelerating potential, itequation (14)
follows that the necessary condition for the formation of a
magnetosphere, using seed photons from curvature radi-
ation, is (see CR) :

P0 [ 7.7] 10~15
AM/Q
2m

p
/e
B~6@5A o

R
*

B8@5A P
1 s
B9@5

. (15)

This result makes an important connection with the
observed parameters of pulsars. In the values of PFigure 1,
and of several hundred pulsars in the database ofP0 Taylor,
Manchester, & Lyne are shown graphically.(1993)

deÐnes the region in this parameter space forEquation (15)
which the theory predicts a pair-plasma magnetosphere.
The demarcation line (the so-called ““ death line ÏÏ) between
the pair-Ðlled regime and pairless regime is shown in Figure

For this line we have followed using (M/Q) \1. CR,
and Neutron stars which fall in the region(20m

p
/e) o \ R

*
.

below and to the right of the line, in region I, do not sustain
pair magnetospheres.

FIG. 1.ÈDistribution of pulsars in period and period spindown (after
data in et al. The two critical lines refer to the model. InTaylor 1993). CR
region I below the death line pulsars cannot maintain pair mag-(eq. [15])
netospheres ; in region III above the birth line the pair plasma(eq. [16]),
does not develop radiative coherence from instability. Region II, between
the two lines, is where the model predicts radio-loud pulsars.CR
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In the case where the magnetosphere is created, one can
also solve for the pair creation parameter at the point where
the optical depth is unity. Thus, for plasmaequation (5)
coherence requires that

P0 \ 1.9] 10~9
AM/Q
2m

p
/e
B~3@2A o

R
*

B3@2A P
1 s
B2

. (16)

deÐnes the region in the parameter space forEquation (16)
which streaming instability in the pair plasma is viable. In
the complementary region, kinetic e†ects, due to the
momentum uncertainty of the pairs at creation, suppress
instability. The demarcation line (the ““ birth line ÏÏ) is shown
also in Neutron stars which fall above and to theFigure 1.
left of this line, in region III, do not radiate as radio pulsars.
Stars falling in region II, in between the two demarcation
lines, should be radio-loud pulsars in this model.

Region II in roughly coincides with the part of PFigure 1
and space occupied by pulsars. The fact that the turno† ofP0
the pair plasma creation mechanism correlatesÈat least
qualitativelyÈwith the absence of long-period pulsars is a
well-known feature of the pair discharge model (Sturrock

and is consistent with the expectation of pair-Ðlled1971)
magnetospheres in all radio-loud pulsars. Thus, the CR
model would suggest that all radio-loud pulsars do indeed
have pair-Ðlled magnetospheres ; as they age the pair
cascade terminates, and with it the radio emission.
However, the model achieves this agreement betweenCR
theory and observations by building in rather favorable
circumstances. Most notably, they require a potential drop
supported by heavy ions, which is not consistent with what
is now known from binding energy calculations. The CR
model is also incomplete in disregarding the e†ects of the
diverging Ðeld geometry and the termination of the diode
by vacuum breakdown.

2.3. Space-Charge L imited Flow with Vacuum Breakdown
The previous space-charge limited model does not allow

for vacuum breakdown in the gap. Gamma-ray curvature
photons produced in the gap are absorbed by pair creation
on the magnetic Ðeld at a breakdown height determined
where the optical depth is unity

q
B
(hGAP)D 1 . (17)

deÐnes the terminated gap height. InEquation (17) hGAP,& Scharlemann hereafter pair creationArons (1979, AS),
establishes a second conducting boundary at height hGAP,so that E\ 0 both at h \ 0 and at The density inh \ hGAP.the gap departs linearly from due to curved geometry ofg

Rthe Ðeld lines. This departure from the picture enhancesCR
the accelerating potential. Solution to PoissonÏs equation
for the one-dimensional diode gives

/(h) \ 1
2

)B
c

sin i
hGAP

o
h2
A
1 [ 2

3
h

hGAP

B
. (18)

When is larger than as is the case for all but thehGAP h
GM

,
very shortest period pulsars, the potential solution of

must be modiÐed to take into account the fullequation (18)
three-dimensional geometry of the open Ñux tube. The
potential in the long, narrow diode has the form

/(h) \ 1
2
A)

*
R

*
c
B5@2

R
*

B
A h
R

*

B
sin i (19)

up to the gap height The gap height must be foundhGAP.self-consistently using c-ray seeds from curvature radiation
and the pair formation opacity, through equations and(2)

as described by(17), AS.

2.3.1. Pulsar Characteristics DeÐned by AS

work out the maximum periods for pulsars formingAS
plasma magnetospheres. Condition 1 on the c-ray opacity is
met in the three-dimensional model whenAS

P0 [ 2.87] 10~15P11@4(sin i)~3@2 . (20)

This solution applies to the extreme case of Ðeld curvature
where follows from by(eq. [11]) o DR

*
. Equation (20) AS

assuming that the surface Ðeld is much greater than the
dipole magnetic Ðeld component, which requires large
l-pole contributions.

The opacity condition given by is plotted inequation (20)
We use sin i \ 1 to bound the region where theFigure 2.

pair cascade can develop : for smaller inclination angles, the
““ death line ÏÏ shifts to smaller P. In marked contrast to the

model, this line lies well within the region of P andCR P0
space occupied by pulsars.

It should be pointed out that this result depends on an
earlier assumption. If instead of in fora

i
\ 1 equation (6)

the angular momentum loss, we had used i, thena
i
\ csc

(sin i)~3@2 in becomes (sin i)1@2. Thus, rotatorsequation (20)
with i\ n/2 could have plasma magnetospheres and fall in
region I of because we have underestimated theFigure 2,
magnetic Ðeld. Nonetheless, for a uniform distribution of
inclination angle, the mean value of (sin i)1@2 is so the23,maximum period for the majority of pulsars having a given
spin-down rate would still fall close to the line inP0 Figure 2.
Only when there is a tendency or evolutionary trend favor-
ing alignment of the magnetic and rotation axes would the
preponderance of small sin i substantially modify the death

FIG. 2.ÈDistribution of pulsars in period and period spindown, and
the critical line in the model for the pair magnetosphere ; in(eq. [20]) AS
region I below the line pulsars cannot maintain pair plasmas, and in region
II they can. There is no region III in this model.
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line (see & Arons We do not believe this toBarnard 1982).
be the case. The idea of spin axis alignment was advanced
by when magnetic moment decay was postu-Jones (1976),
lated in pulsar aging Ritchings, & Smith(Lyne, 1975 ;

& Gunn Analysis of observational data rela-Ostriker 1969).
ting to core widths of pulsars with interpulses indicates that
the distribution of angular parameters is very broad and
shows little variation between younger and older subgroups
of pulsars (Rankin 1990).

Because the height of the magnetosphere, is itself sethGAP,by the production of pairs, in the model for dipole ÐeldAS
geometry, the pair creation parameter is completely insensi-
tive to the c-ray energy, and acquires a value of s D 0.15 at
the height of the magnetosphere. Therefore, the model isAS
not constrained by the coherence condition, as given by

at least in the sense that the two-stream insta-equation (5),
bility in the assumed polar cap current Ñow (Weatherall

occurs in the entire parameter regime where there are1994)
pair magnetospheres. The general possibility of a region III
based on stability criteria must still be allowed given the
actual kinetic Ñow of the pair streams, even though we do
not predict one here.

An interesting recent extension of this type of model
(space-charge limited Ñow with vacuum breakdown)
incorporates general relativistic e†ects. &Musilmov
Tsygan found that inertial frame dragging increases(1992)
the parallel electric Ðeld over its value in the model.AS

has reconsidered the location of the pair deathArons (1996)
line in this context. He Ðnds the pair opacity line shifts to
include most pulsars if the magnetic dipole is strongly tilted
and o†set from the starÏs symmetry axis. The price of this
shift, of course, is the introduction of dominant higher order
multipole terms in the magnetic Ðeld. We suspect the good
agreement of the geometrical dipolar picture with radio
data argues against such drastic modiÐcation ; but this
question must be tested quantitatively against observations.

The important implication of this class of models is that
not all pulsars have pair cascades. If this is true, the absence
of long-period pulsars must be due to something other than
the cuto† of the pair cascade, and the ““ death line ÏÏ is only a
““ pair death line.ÏÏ

3. ARE CONE AND CORE PULSARS DIFFERENT ?

The magnetospheric models described above, which
share the same basic physics and di†er only in ancillary
assumptions, make very di†erent predictions for whether or
not pair creation takes place in pulsars. The important dif-
ferences between the models depend on whether the acceler-
ation region is limited by the geometric divergence of the
Ñow, or by plasma conductivity in the magnetosphere. In
addition, the locations of ““ death ÏÏ and ““ birth ÏÏ lines are
sensitive to many uncertainties in the theory, including the
applicability of ion versus electron supported space charge
Ñow, whether magnetic line curvatures are closer to simple
dipole Ðelds, and magnetic Ðeld evolution. Other factors
which have not been fully incorporated into published
work, but which will a†ect the location of the ““ death ÏÏ and
““ birth ÏÏ lines, include c-ray seeds from some process other
than curvature radiation and also general relativistic e†ects
on the potential drop in the polar cap.

Thus the theoretical evidence for or against pair cascades
su†ers from many ambiguities. However, there is strong
evidence in the data for two distinct physical situations in
the polar cap. Some pulsars show evidence only for emis-

sion from a hollow cone, commonly identiÐed as the last
open Ðeld lines which deÐne the polar cap. This is ““ conal ÏÏ
emission. Other objects also, or instead, show emission
which Ðlls much of the polar cap ; this is ““ coral ÏÏ emission.
Rankin has reÐned this obser-(1983a, 1983b, 1986, 1990)
vation with a classiÐcation scheme for pulse proÐles. Coral
emission is prominent in her classes of core-single and(S

t
)

triple (T ). Conal emission is prominent in cone-single (S
d
),

double (D), and Ðve-component (M) proÐles, and also
appears in T proÐles. Conal emission is linearly polarized,
with the classic position angle sweep which led to the Ðrst
hollow-cone models of pulse geometry (e.g., Radhakrishnan
& Cooke Core emission shows circular polarization,1969).
and has a steeper spectrum than conal emission. She Ðnds
that core emission comes from altitudes D10 km; and conal
emission from altitudes D100 km. & ManchesterLyne

disagree with Rankin on the physical distinction of(1988)
cone and core emission mechanisms, but agree with her on
the basic trends of physical location (within or on the edge
of the polar cap), and on spectrum and polarization corre-
lations.

noted that cone emission tends to comeRankin (1986)
from older pulsars, and core emission from younger ones. In

we plot coral pulsars (core singles) and conalFigure 3
pulsars (cone singles and doubles, and M types), from

list. We are struck by how cleanly the twoRankinÏs (1990)
classes avoid each other in (P, space. Furthermore, theP0 )
two regions are neatly separated by the ““ pair death line ÏÏ
from the model, which we also show in OnlyAS Figure 3.
pulsars with triple (T ) proÐles (not plotted), which have
mixed core and cone characteristics, are confused about
which side of the pair death line they lie on.

One caveat is necessary here. Ranking initially developed
her classiÐcation based on polarization and multifrequency
data of average proÐles ; she later noticed correlations with

FIG. 3.ÈDistribution of pulsars in period and period spindown,
according to their classiÐcation as core and cone. Core singles are indi-
cated by closed circles ; conal singles and doubles and M stars by open
circles. The line reproduces the pair-death line of the model, fromAS Fig.
2.
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modulation behavior of single pulses and incorporated this
into her classiÐcation scheme (Rankin Having1983a, 1986).
noticed the separation of cone and core objects in age

this is equivalent to our separation in [P,(Rankin 1986 ; P0 ]
space), she recently began including a starÏs age in her cri-
teria, for single proÐles and which can be the most(S

t
S
d
)

elusive to classify (e.g., et al. None of herXilouris 1991).
earlier classiÐcations are based on the starÏs age ; of the 102
objects we plot in we have established that theFigure 3,
classiÐcation of 65 of them does not include the starÏs age.
We have not tracked the classiÐcation criteria for the
remaining 37 ; of these, 29 are singles. Thus, the separation
shown in is robust, and not an artifact of the laterFigure 3
classiÐcation criteria ; fewer than one-third of the stars
shown can have had age used as a partial classiÐcation
criterion.

This suggest two things to us. First, the cone and core
classiÐcations are meaningful, and describe two physically
di†erent situations in polar caps. Second, di†erent emission
mechanisms must be operating in these two regions. Core
emission is seen in pulsars in which the pair cascade is
taking place. Their coherent radio emission comes from
two-stream-driven turbulence in the dense pair swarm. The
rapid onset of this instability, and the spread of the pair
swarms throughout the open Ðeld line region which deÐnes
the polar cap, seems consistent with the low-altitude, Ðlled
core emission region in these stars. Purely conal pulsars are
a distinct class, without a pair cascade. Radio emission in
these objects must come from some other plasma process,
maybe with a slightly slower growth rate, which takes place
only in the shear surface at the edge of the cone. Stars
showing both cone and core emission have a complex polar
cap, with shear e†ects on the edge of the polar cap and also
pair cascade e†ects contributing to the total radio emission.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented evidence from theoretical models sug-
gesting that pair cascades seeded by curvature emission do
not occur in the polar caps of slowly rotating pulsars.
Because of the sensitivity of model predictions to small
changes in model assumptions, as highlighted in the con-
trast of the and models, we make this observationCR AS
cautiously. However, in considering the data, we Ðnd that
core and cone pulsars lie on opposite sides of the line which,
in the model, separates pulsars with strong pair cascadesAS
from those without pairs. This suggests to us that the cone/
core distinction in the data is physically meaningful and
may be telling us where the ““ pair death line ÏÏ actually liesÈ
namely, which model assumptions are close to reality.
Before now, the inability of polar cap theory to incorporate
all pulsars easily within the death line has been considered a
shortcoming of detailed pair discharge models. Now,
the data suggest that the ““ death line ÏÏ in the model isAS
in fact real and is only a ““ pair-death line ÏÏ ; there seems
to be life after death, in that old pulsars continue to be
radio-strong.

What follows from this? We suggest either (a) that the
seeds for the pair cascade do not come from curvature radi-
ation ; or (b) that a pairless emission process is required for
conal emission. Regarding the Ðrst point, Dermer,Sturner,
& Michel suggested that Compton scattering of(1995)
thermal X-ray photons by the primary beam particles can

seed the pair cascade. We Ðnd this an interesting idea, but it
has not yet been developed far enough to determine its
impact on the polar cap structure and accelerating poten-
tials. In addition, it is not obvious that it will explain the
separation between conal and coral pulsars shown in
Figure 3.

We prefer the second point, that conal pulsars do not
contain dense pair plasmas. If so the radiation process must
be di†erent from that in coral pulsars. While some theoreti-
cal work has been done on the cone/core distinction, it has
not considered pairless pulsars. The models of et al.Beskin

and of Machabeli, & Melikidze(1988) Kazbegi, (1991)
addressed the core and cone emission types in context of the
cyclotron maser-type mechanisms. Rowe has(1990, 1992)
developed a free electron maser emission mechanism which
has two distinct angular emission geometries, which also
suggests core and conal emission. Both models, however,
require pair-Ðlled magnetospheres. In addition, the cyclo-
tron maser models are inconsistent with the low-altitude
constraints of andCordes (1992) Rankin (1990).

For pairless conal emission, one is led to think of shear-
surface instabilities, which may occur at the interface
between a pair-free Ñow and the static, trapped magneto-
spheric plasma on the surrounding closed Ðeld lines. Arons
& Smith considered an electrostatic shearing insta-(1979)
bility. They found it was unlikely to be important in the
polar cap environment they considered, but suggested other
polar cap models may be more favorable for its develop-
ment. Alternatively, simple bunched curvature emission
would be strong from the outer, most curved, Ðeld lines ; but
this mechanism may not develop into a nonlinear regime
that can produce coherent radiation (e.g., Melrose 1992).
We are not aware of any more recent activity in this area ;
the newer data and our new speculation seem to justify
further work on pairless emission.

To end, we note that our suggestion has observational
consequences. One immediate possibility is the detection of
high-frequency propagation signatures from core pulsars.

studied signal propagation in the polar capEilek (1996)
plasma, and Ðnds that both turbulent pulse broadening and
pulse dispersion have Ñatter frequency dependence than in
the cold, unmagnetized interstellar medium. This result sug-
gests high-frequency observations can separate the polar
cap signature from that of the interstellar medium. The
amplitude of both e†ects scales with n/c3, if n is the plasma
density and c is its Lorentz factor. Pairless pulsars will have

(see and (the c ofn D n
R

\ g
R
/e eq. [8]), cD c

b
\ e//m

e
c2

the primary beam; and By contrast, pulsarseqs. [13] [17]).
in which a strong pair cascade takes place will have n ? n

Rand Thus core pulsars should have high-frequencyc> c
b
.

signatures detectable with current techniques (such as the
D10 ns time resolution observations of the Crab giant
pulses by & Mo†ett We predict that conalHankins 1996).
pulsars, however, should not have detectable signatures, due
to their much lower n/c3 factor.

We have beneÐted from many discussions with Tim
Hankins on pulsar eclectica, particularly the importance of
cone and core distinctions. We thank Jon Arons for stimu-
lating discussions on the subject, and for his thoughtful job
as referee on this paper. This work was partially supported
by NSF grant AST 93-15285, and J. E. was also partially
supported by NASA contract NCC-2364.
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